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here was a point in our consumer history where everything seemed to be labeled
either "no deposit" or "no
return." Even if an item was not marked
"no return" it was handled with that
attitude. The impact of those few words
was most evident as you traveled on our
nation's highways. It was virtually impossible to drive one mile without sighting a "no deposit" bottle that had been
deposited by the side of the highway.
Beverage containers are not the only
commercial items that are touched by
this "no deposit/no return" thinking.
Fast food restaurants use disposable
containers and utensils. I am personally
convinced that today's automobiles are
"disposable." Even health care items,
such as syringes and needles, are disposable. The industry touched by this
"throw away" mentality that I found
most interesting was the garment industry. I remember reading about paper

clothing when the "no deposit" rage was
at its height. Fortunately, disposable
thinking did not catch hold in the clothing industry.
The words "no deposit/no return"
certainly have influenced the life and
thought of our society. It seems as
though everything is disposable and
temporary.
It is one thing to use disposable paper
plates and plastic forks. It is something
else to let that "throw-away" concept
affect your thinking about people. Your
parents, spouse, children, co-workers,
neighbors and fellow Christians are not
paper plates or plastic forks. I have
never met a person who was labeled "no
deposit, no return." Yet we are all tempted to treat some people like throwaway soft drink bottles.
Jesus' peers were plagued by the same
type of disposable thinking, perhaps
most evident in the Jewish traditions
surrounding women and marriage. Many

No Deposit, No Return ?"
by Jay McDermond

leaders of his day eagerly embraced the
disposable person idea. Divorce and
other acts of "throw-away" thinking
were accepted practices. Jesus was concerned that this dehumanizing approach
to relationships would not become
standard procedure with his followers.
Jesus' teaching about adultery and
divorce (Matthew 5) seems quite stringent, and it is. He says that not only is the
act of adultery wrong for God's people,
but it is a serious offense for his followers to even look and calculate adultery.
To think about an adulterous relationship is as grim as being involved in an
adulterous relationship. This teaching
makes it difficult for one person to point
out the failings of another person without reflection on one's own attitudes
and actions.
Not only did Jesus have a radical idea
of what was and was not an adulterous
act, but he wanted to stress the implications of such an act or thought. Jesus
told his listeners that adultery was a
serious offense in God's sight. It was so
serious, Jesus said, that one would be
better off as a handicapped person than
living with all their physical organs and
appendages which facilitate adulterous
behavior and thinking. Jesus used some
rather gory imagery to make his point. It
is better to pull out your eye or cut off
your hand and go through life maimed,
than go to hell with a whole body—
guilty of the offense of adultery.
Jesus set an equally high standard for
divorce. There was only one ground for
divorce and that was unchastity. Jesus
told his followers that their standards
were not to be the same as the standards
that Moses' followers adhered to. Jesus'
followers would not seek easy divorces.
There would be no groundless divorces
for the followers of Jesus. Jesus disagreed with the groundless, heartless
divorce that forced the woman out of
her home and away from her only
source of security.
Confronted by the radical nature of
Jesus' teaching, we must note two items
that help us receive a balanced picture of
what Jesus was saying. One is the New
Testament emphasis on forgiveness. The
other is the historical situation of Jesus'
day that called forth his remarks.
The dominant theme of the Bible, the
New Testament in particular, is the message of God's forgiveness. The point of
the Messiah's coming was to offer unregenerated humanity an opportunity for
salvation and forgiveness. No sin will be
held against an individual who repents
and desires to lay hold of God's offer of
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forgiveness. That offer of forgiveness
applies to every act of human sinfulness
including divorce and adultery. Jesus'
teaching about adultery and divorce
must be seen in the context of God's
forgiveness and offer of salvation.
The other point that helps us balance
those words of Jesus is a better understanding of what tne people of his day
were thinking and doing about marriage. Their actions and attitudes deserved Jesus' strong words.
Jesus lived in a time when the role of
women in Jewish society had reached an
unparalleled low. The act of divorce was
only one part of the story. Women were
regarded as items of property, like the
family's house or a chair. Divorce was a
common practice and could be sought
on the basis of some very flimsy reasons.
For example, one rabbinic school taught
that a man could divorce his wife for
something as trite as one burnt meal.
And the "right" to divorce was given
only to the husband. Women were not
allowed to stop a divorce, nor were they
allowed to sue to divorce.
This anti-woman element of divorce
was only the tip of the anti-woman iceberg of Jewish society. Pious Jewish
men in their daily prayers thanked God
that they were not Gentiles, ignorant
men, or women. Men refused to speak
with women in public places—even their
spouses. And one first century rabbi
said it was better to burn the five books
of Moses than to entrust them to a
woman.
Against this backdrop it is not difficult to see Jesus' words being interpreted
as a defense of women in his society.
Jesus refused to agree with easily obtained and groundless divorce that turned women out onto the streets without
financial support. He refused to go
along with the dehumanization of any
person in general and (in this instance)
the dehumanization of women in particular.
There can be no doubt about it, Jesus
radicalized the concepts of adultery and
divorce as then defined, and changed
their limits. Jesus said that not only was
the act of adultery wrong, but calculating how to seduce another, and thinking
of another person as a sexual object
were equally wrong. Jesus told his followers that all forms of adultery—either
mental or physical—were far more serious than most people wanted to think
they were. Divorce wasn't a simple legal
maneuver, Jesus told his disciples; it
involved people, complete with emotions, thoughts and needs. People are
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simply too important to be cast aside
when you are tired or bored with them.
Behind Jesus' concern for his culture's
attitude toward adultery and divorce
was the fact that the society dehumanized people, making them into things
that could be used, then thrown away.
But people are not disposable products,
like a no-return bottle. Bottles can be
discarded and easily replaced, but human
beings cannot be discarded without great
loss. And no individual can be replaced.
Human beings are valuable and precious creations of God. They were not
intended to be used, abused, and then
discarded. People were not created by
God to be objects of lust, but rather were
created to be loved and valued.
While the focus in Matthew 5:27-32 is
on the husband-wife relationship, this
does not mean Jesus intended to limit
his concern for persons to the marriage
context. If pressed, he no doubt would
have added that parents or children are
not "things" to be cast aside. Certainly
fellow believers are not to be taken for
granted, "used" when it is to your advantage. Co-workers deserve cooperation
and respect. Anyone and everyone you
meet is a creation of God, not a disposable bottle.
I suspect we all accept Jesus' basic
idea of human value which stands behind
his teaching on adultery and divorce.
We all realize that people are not the
same as paper plates or plastic forks.
But we also know how easy it is to act
contrary to that ideal in our daily living.
If Jesus' basic message here is to
respect, honor and love the people around you, how will you do that? Will
avoiding negative attitudes and thoughts
fully convey your appreciation and love?
Not really. Is being neutral enough?
Hardly.
Each person who claims to be a follower of Christ must find ways of letting
others know they are important and
appreciated . . . letting them guess is not
enough. What will you do to let your
spouse, parents, children, fellow Christian or co-workers know they are important people?
This is really an unfinished article. It
will remain so until we begin to express
our concern, respect, honor and love for
those around us. We can go through life
without lusting after another person and
without experiencing divorce, but unless
we show Jesus' concern for people, we
have not fully learned this lesson.
Jay McDermond is pastor of the Nappanee
Brethren in Christ Church.
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and you clothed me
Anything you did for o n e of my brothers here,
however h u m b l e , you did for me. (Matt. 25:40)

The modern road from
Jerusalem to Jericho
runs through many
villages. Neighbors are
still those who stop
to show mercy.

1951 w o o d c u t by Gunther
Heinemann. portraying Martin
of T o u r s , f o u r t h c e n t u r y G o o d
S a m a r i t a n , w h o g a v e half his c l o a k
t o a b e g g a r P r e s e n t e d t o M C C in
1954 by the German government
in t h a n k s for relief d u r i n g
W o r l d W a r II era.
Mennonite Central Committee
21 S o u t h 1 2 t h S t r e e t
Akron, Pennsylvania 17501
or
M C C (Canada)
201-1483 Pembina Highway
Winnipeg, Manitoba R 3 T 2 C 8

mm
by Maralee A. Brubaker

The news media were flooded with
reports of the exodus of refugees from
Southeast Asia during 1979. Everywhere
we turned we saw pleading faces and
malnourished bodies. Newspaper articles graphically, yet impersonally, conveyed statistics and survivors' tales.
Thousands were homeless, fleeing oppressive governments, and many times that
number were on the brink of starvation.
Of course, we knew there were hungry
and homeless persons somewhere in the
world. But there was no escaping the
gnawing questions we were forced to
face: How could we, as individuals, try
to save an entire people from starvation?
How could we be satisfied with merely
reading about it and extending our
sympathy? What could we offer, since
major financial contributions were beyond us?
My husband, Verle, and I evaluated
practically what we had to share. Our
home, furnished by the congregation,
was at least 2 bedrooms and a bath more
than we needed. We were also willing to
give of ourselves, our time and energy.
It was September. We had already
asked God to present us with an opportunity to fulfill the overwhelming desire
to serve as our Christian values demanded. It was exciting, but rather frightening, as we began to think through what
we had asked.
One small paragraph appeared in our
daily newspaper a short time later. The
Iowa Refugee Center was seeking foster
homes for unaccompanied minors of
Southeast Asian refugee status. The
average age was 12-17 years. Separately,
Verle and I read this. I casually brought
it to his attention and was surprised to
hear him say he had intended to point it
out to me.
After discussing it extensively with
NOTE: Verle and Maralee Brubaker are the pastoral couple in the Des Moines, Iowa, congregation.
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each other for several days and exploring the changes and impact this would
have on our way of life and our 18month-old son, we contacted the proper
agencies. As we shared the beginnings of
this venture with friends and family, our
excitement was tempered by their cautious concern. Teenagers—and possibly
boys? Language differences? Loss of
privacy? Yet, we sensed we were doing
the right thing.
Shortly after receiving our state license
as a foster home, we were informed that
two Vietnamese brothers, ages 16 and
17, had been chosen for processing and
we were to become their family. We
received only the sketchiest information. Name, age and school grade told us
so little. But the excitement and expectation level nearly equaled that experienced at the birth of our son. We were
eager to be ready for them. Only a day
or so notice of arrival was expected.
On November 3, 1979, we, along with
our caseworker and an interpreter, greeted Van and Vu at the airport. The next
few days were exciting and exhausting
ones, as we began the lengthy process of
getting to know each other. There were
several extensive shopping trips. We all
came home tired and sometimes frustrated. (It was difficult to find clothes to
fit their slender build.) One of their top
priorities was school enrollment. It was
a time of new beginnings.
As the weeks turned into months, we
realized a depth of caring and communication that surpassed cultural differences. And it wasn't long before we felt
incomplete when the boys were away
from home. We hadn't given up our
privacy—we had "stretched" and discovered we liked it!
That "stretching" was sometimes humorous. I had to remind Verle that,
when speaking, volume does not compensate for language differences. Confrontation, when situations arose affecting the smooth operation of the house-

hold, stretched us in yet other directions.
Since that initial meeting over a year
ago, several things have happened which
we could never have foreseen. In May
1980, Luan, from Vietnam and now 18,
joined our family. Two months after the
arrival of Van and Vu, we learned of
their younger brother's departure from
Vietnam. So in June 1980 we welcomed
15-year-old Phat.
We have discovered the necessity of
extending our love unconditionally—
without waiting to see what the return
will be. Expressing God's love in this
way renders us vulnerable—sometimes
to be hurt. It is only in so doing that we
are able to receive love.
Despite the rejection of men on earth,
Christ, our ultimate example, remained
vulnerable and therein was much of the
effectiveness of his ministry. We must
continually examine our lives, keeping
this Christly example as the focus of all
our relationships.
What is your measure of vulnerability?

SLIDE PROGRAM
AVAILABLE
A 13-minute film strip or slide
presentation is available for showing by congregations. Presenting the life and ministry of Messiah Village, the program is complete with taped narration.
Contact the Development office, giving the preferred date for
screening.
MESSIAH VILLAGE
100 Mt. Allen Drive
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
(717) 697-4666
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Part one of a two-part series

El Salvador—Only One
Conflict In a Tense Region
Costa Rica is one of the few countries and inside the region, individual strong- countries. Mennonite Central Commitin the world that does not have an army. men (caudillos) for leaders, and power tee has workers in Guatemala and NicaIt is the only country in Central America struggles between "conservatives" and ragua, along with a refugee work coordinator for the region.
in which the gap between rich and poor "liberals."
is not gaping and democracy is a reality.
In all countries except Costa Rica,
El Salvador is the center of internaBut in the last few months even Costa economic development resulted in an
Rica has shown signs of vulnerability to increasing gap between the rich and the tional attention in the region, and the
the social, political and economic ten- poor, with consolidation of power in the place where President Reagan and U.S.
sions which have been more common in hands of a few, supported by the army. Secretary of State Alexander Haig claim
the other four Central American coun- All countries depend to a large extent on to be "drawing the line against Cuban
tries of Nicaragua, Guatemala, Hondu- what they earn from three to five pri- and Soviet expansionism."
ras and El Salvador.
mary "agro-export" crops, grown on
The United States is supporting a
Four young men were jailed recently large plantations that crowd the peasant four-man junta, or dictating council,
after attending an "anti-U.S. interven- population onto small plots of land for headed by a civilian, Josd Napoledn
Duarte. The junta is supposedly strugtion in El Salvador rally" and two of subsistence or sub-subsistence farming.
them, Mennonite students from the
Mennonites and Brethren in Christ gling to maintain a moderate governUnited States, were deported. The action have a particular link to the region ment among attacks by the extreme left
indicated Costa Rica's sensitivity to the because there are churches in each of the and the extreme right, and to initiate
opinion of Washington. In
March three U.S. embassy
guards were attacked in San
Central America at a Glance
Jose, the capital, and a bomb set
off at the Honduran embassy.
HONDURAS
When peaceful, peace-loving
Costa Rica feels tremors from
the tensions now erupting into
civil war in El Salvador, the tensions are serious. But they are
new only to North Americans
who know little of the region
except the few agricultural products it supplies them. They are
simple only to national policyNICARAGUA
makers who see the region chiefly as an area of competition with GUATEMALA
"international communism."
Reluctantly hosting many refugees
from El Salvador H o n d u r a s supports
Junta strongly a n d its military
cooperates a l o n g border z o n e Was
m o v i n g toward civilian democratic rule,
a n d still seems more stable than
neighbors but as military b e c o m e s
more active that movement may be in
leopardy. U S increasing military aid.

The Region Surveyed
The five countries usually
designated as Central America
were once unified as part of a
Spanish colony. They have been
separate, independent nations
since 1838, and while each has a
distinct history and culture, the
realities now erupting in El Salvador are certainly not isolated.
The history of Central America has been marked by outside
intervention from both outside
6

The ultra-conservative government has
strongest military in Central America.
O p p o s i t i o n g r o w i n g as large usuallyquiet Indian p o p u l a t i o n Pegins to |Oin
ranks b e c a u s e of w o r s e n i n g poverty
Conflict in s o m e areas almost as
intense as El Salvador U.S. considers
Guatemala a main buttress against
c o m m u n i s m " a n d may renew military
aid that Carter removed d u e to h u m a n
rights violations.

PACIFIC

Broadly-supported Sandmista
revolution in 1979 removed l o n g - U S s u p p o r t e d Somoza d i c t a t o r s h i p
A main reason for h e i g h t e n e d U.S.
c o n c e r n over region. Government
claims to want socialism with political
pluralism a n d involvement of private
enterprise. Has g i v e n moral a n d
perhaps military support to Salvadoran
opposition.

EL SALVADOR

Current conflict centers o n I
most densely p o p u l a t e d of Central
A m e r i c a n countries. Land is short c
as in m u c h of Latin America,
inequitably distributed. Ruling Junta
claims to work for reform O p p o s i t i o n
claims government's ties to the army
a n d the right make reforms mere
w i n d o w d r e s s i n g . U.S. government
supports Junta to draw the line' o n
communism.

OCEAN

COSTA RICA

Traditionally stable, d e m o c r a t i c C
Rica has no army a n d has been
friendly toward both Sandinistas a n d ^
U.S. More cautious over El Salvador
Region's tensions increasingly felt,
a n d e c o n o m y in greatest crisis in
decades

Mdp bv Jini King
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extensive land reform which will alleviate the conditions which make revolution attractive to the peasants.
Haig is convinced that, while the
extreme right may be hindering the
junta in its efforts, it is the leftist guerrillas who are battling to overthrow legitimate government. But the domination
of the junta by the army, which has
intimate connections to the right-wing
landed oligarchy, is making doubtful
both its ability to carry out reform and
its claim to be moderate and representative.
Just before former President Carter
left office in January he resumed military aid, previously suspended following the killings of four Catholic missionaries in December. The current administration has upped that aid further and to
date the United States has given $30
million in military aid and $126.5 million in economic aid to keep the junta
fighting and to prop up a faltering economy. Fifty-six U.S. military advisors,
with 15 green berets, are involved training government forces.
Nicaragua, and the victory of the
Sandinista National Liberation Front
there in 1979 over the dictatorship that
the United States had backed for many
years, is a major reason for the Reagan
administration's hard line on El Salvador today. The administration considers
it a victory for "Marxist communism,"
although broad opposition from the
general population, including Nicaragua's businessmen, joined the Sandinistas to overthrow Gen. Anastasio Somoza.
The presence of Marxists in the Nicaraguan government is certainly visible,
particularly at technical levels. Nevertheless, it is just as true that few Nicaraguan leaders wish to take the same road
Cuba took following its revolution 20
years earlier. To date, for example,
some 60 percent of the economy remains
in the hands of the private sector. The
Sandinista government is asking private
enterprises to pay a larger share of the
costs for providing basic educational,
health and social services. It is not
expropriating them.
Honduras and Guatemala are both
strong supporters of the Salvadoran
junta. The United States is refurbishing
Honduras' military hardware and providing large amounts of economic aid in
an effort to maintain Honduras as a
buffer against Nicaragua under the San-
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Peacemaking emphasis of Lancaster meetings
Dr. Timothy L. Smith (right), noted Nazarene historian, was the featured speaker for
an April 4-6 weekend emphasis on Christian peacemaking in Lancaster, PA. Smith is a
professor of history at Johns Hopkins University and director of the program in
American church history there.
In addition to a sermon on "Grace and Peace" given at the Lancaster Brethren in
Christ Church, Dr. Smith spoke in several Mennonite churches and at MCC headquarters at Akron. The weekend series was sponsored by the Lancaster Mennonite
Conference and the Brethren in Christ Peace and Social Concerns Commissions.
Shown with Dr. Smith is John Stoner, secretary of MCC U.S. Peace Section and
member of the Lancaster congregation.

dinistas and El Salvador, should the left
win there.
Guatemala, with its ultra-conservative
military government is also a buffer for
U.S. interests in the area, although
human rights violations in this country
have kept Washington at a distance. The
U.S. Congress is again considering military aid to Guatemala, cut off in 1977
because of human rights violations. Regardless of its record the Lucas Garcia
government is clearly seen as "on Washington's side" in relation to El Salvador.
The 1982 elections in Guatemala may
be a testing ground for Washington to
edge the country toward the center. But
increased human rights violations of the
past five months do not portend well for
such movement.
Costa Rica supported the Sandinista
victory in Nicaragua, but the government of Rodrigo Carazo Odio is exercising much more caution in relation to the
war in El Salvador. The social democrat
party expected to win elections in 1982,
"Liberacidn," explicitly supports the
Salvadoran junta. The Costa Rican
legislature recently granted permission
for U.S. troops to make a "friendly stop"
during Caribbean maneuvers. Still, support for the Salvadoran opposition is
visible in the "solidarity groups" that
abound.
Refugees further tie together the fate
of the region, for they are present in each

of the Central American countries. Most
refugees, of course, are in and from El
Salvador, though Costa Rica is host to
some 1,000 Guatemalans. In El Salvador a Catholic/ Protestant organization,
the Red Cross and an evangelical relief
organization are among those addressing the needs.
Honduras is reluctant host to some
40,000 refugees from El Salvador. The
Honduras Mennonite Church is assisting refugees through the evangelical
relief organization, CEDEN. In both
Honduras and El Salvador, MCC is
working with both evangelical relief
groups and the Mennonite churches to
meet the refugees' growing needs.
Costa Rica and Nicaragua also have
Salvadoran refugees estimated by the
United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) at 5,000 and 7,000
respectively. Two hundred thousand
Salvadorans are in Guatemala, according to the UNHCR, and many of them
are refugees. The plight of refugees is
made more serious because most governments are reluctant to recognize the
refugees in their territories for both political and economic reasons.
T h e second of this two-part series
will explore reasons for the conflict
in El Salvador and their impact on
the Central American church.

Gerald W. Schlabach, MCC Information Services based on reports from
MCC workers in Central America.
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Life

The last time you were ill, was the doctor available? Did you have a clean
hospital bed? Were medications on hand at the pharmacy? Did you have
enough funds to pay for your treatment?
In North America we take all of these things for granted. However, the
Brethren in Christ Nurses Association recognized that this is not so in other
countries. In 1977 they gave financial assistance to Madhipura Christian
Hospital in Bihar, India, for the purpose of initiating a Community Health
Project in the Purnea area. This was set up by Dr. Henry Kreider and his staff
at the hospital.
Expanded in 1980, the project now operates out of two centers, Purnea and
Madhipura, and employs 15-20 village health workers of Christian, Hindu
and Moslem background. They are given three months' training at Madhipura Christian Hospital in health care and preventive medicine. This enables
them to prescribe simple medicines, give injections, and encourage the
seriously ill to seek further treatment.
During our recent visit to Bihar, we were taken by jeep ambulance to visit
three of these projects. It was exciting to see the acceptance of the program in
non-Christian villages. We were pleased to note the warmth of the rapport
between village and Madhipura Christian Hospital staff.
Markus Murmu, director of the Purnea center, writes: "My strong feeling is
that we are really fulfilling the Lord's commandment in Matthew 10:7-8, 'The
kingdom of heaven is at hand. Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead,
cast out devils: freely ye have received, freely give.'
"Therefore, this is my humble appeal to you and the Brethren in Christ
Nurses Association, to continue to support these needy people spiritually and
financially so as to improve our community health service which provides
physical, spiritual, mental and social care... once again my hearty thanks for
your loving concern."
The Brethren in Christ Nurses Association is to be commended for their
initiative in assisting this very worthy project. Because of their concern, simple
health care is now more readily available to several thousand people in village
Bihar.
Erma Sider
The 1976-78 Brethren in Christ Nurses Association Project, described in this article,
raised over S3.100for expanded community health care programs in Bihar, India. For
more information about the Nurses Association, contact the president, Priscilla
Simmons, RN, 1738 Windy Hill Road, Lancaster, PA 17602, (717)464-4641.
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w i d e ? j^ji
by Grace)

Suppose you are a young person, a
student or a world traveler, in India
today. You are intelligent, but drifting.
You know and probably care little about
God. It may be that somewhere—concert, cafe, railway station, Goa beach,
outside a place of worship, through
friends, anywhere—you happen to meet
the Smiths. They ask you home, because
you matter to them as a person, not
merely a 'soul.' They welcome you warmly and listen to you talking about yourself and your views on life.
At some stage they confront you with
the central thing in their life—Christianity. It's no dogma to them, but something to be challengingly lived. They talk
of it without clichds, in relation to
today's thought forms and the situation
where you are. You have to reconsider
where you are going in life and why.
Perhaps after a while Marietta may say,
"Honey, you're all mixed up. Let's sit
down and have a talk...." Or you may
find yourself sitting at a table with Joe
over a modern translation of the Bible.
Joe will piercingly and painstakingly
point out to you how God's truth radically differs from the part-truths you
take refuge in, forms of humanism, existentialism, or nihilism.
Added to the truth of doctrine taught
in the home, you are confronted with the
true concept of family life—an attempt
to live out God's will there. The way Joe
and Marietta have been enabled to share
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"The grace of God enables Joe and
Marietta to welcome and care for many
. . . in the name of Jesus."

lived
ffessuxe
esterduin
their home life in depth is something
only they and God know. It is their
Christian commitment—something done
in Christ's name, with a sense of his
authority. They take seriously Christ's
last command to "go and make disciples." They are themselves disciples and
were even long before they came as a
couple to India in 1950.
Joe and Marietta both come from
families known for vital missionary outreach. Joe (grandson of S. R. Smith,
founder of Messiah College) was born in
India. After study and ordination in the
United States, Joe returned to India
with Marietta (nee Mitchell) as his
steadfast partner. Their first years in
India were spent in Bihar villages, and at
this time their three children—Judy, Jay
and Bonnie—were born. When the family returned to India after the first furlough, the mission board had given
approval for them to work out their call
(to disciple persons for Jesus) among
university students in Delhi. Their ministry has been marked by the deep quiet
clarity of Joe's spiritual insights and by
the joy of discerning the relevance of
Christ to the problems of thinking young
people today.
In many ways their home has been

like that of Priscilla and Aquila, with
warm and gracious hospitality and an
open Bible at the center. Hundreds of
young people came in over the years.
The home took on the form of a "supervised study centre looking at today's
issues against the backdrop of Scripture."
As time went on, a new set of participants were added to the student group.
Seekers after eastern truth and wisdom
began coming to India. These world travelers are still coming in the early 1980's.
To meet these people just where they
are, to love them through their unkemptness, disillusion, muddle and despair
isn't easy. Nor are they ideal house
guests, with their crises and hangups
and personality clashes. But the grace of
God enables Joe and Marietta to welcome and care for many of these travelers in the name of Jesus.
Such a way of life certainly takes a
heavy toll on those at the center. It
demands time, patient understanding,
involvement, vulnerability, the calculated
risk of being misunderstood and rejected
(as the Master, so shall the servant be).
Alternating with the inevitable tensions
and tenseness is the built-in relief of
sheer fun and laughter. But basically, it
is an experience of life, redeemed and
redemptive, being lived under pressure,
subject to disappointments, frustrations
and many bafflements. There are no stereotyped formulae for solutions, but
there are many answers. Many lives are
indeed changed. One prayer that is
made and assurance that is received is

that those who are sent are those already
being prepared by God's Spirit.
So we are back with the young person
we were thinking about at the beginning. His encounter with these or other
of God's committed servants is no mere
chance happening, but an outworking
of divine purpose. This home is an
encounter ground, often a battlefield,
where young people come to grips with
the reality of God's truth.
In fighting this battle for the mind,
Marietta and Joe are joined by young
people of their circle who have some
positive creative statement to make about
values which are viable. The Christmas
Samplers they have brought out in 1974,
1975 and 198C- celebrate the truth about
finding personhood and meaning for life
through knowing the Living God.
Another current concern of the Smiths
is the two-year-old campus-side International Student Center, a non-resident
sort of club. The Center is an extension
outside their home of the study and dialogue pattern followed there, with plenty
of emphasis on creative arts handled by
Christian university students.
Marietta and Joe have a great deal to
share with friends in India and abroad.
God is using them to do just that. Their
adventure with him in many dimensions
of experience gives a very special quality, a 'tang' to their friendship . . . 'saltiness.' Jesus must have wanted this involved sort of otherness when he described his people as salt, different from
the consensus mob among whom they
live and exert a distinctive influence.
Mrs. Westerdum, a close friend of I he Smiths
and former college professor in Bombay, now lives
with her hushand in Thailand.

The International Student Center, "an
extension outside the Smiths' home of
the study and dialogue pattern followed
there."
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Volunteers at MCC's Material Aid
Center in Ephrata, Pa., load cartons of
beef into a large shipping container. The
50-ton shipment will feed Namibian refugees in western Zambia.

Donated beef to feed Namibian refugees
Approximately 50 tons of meat donated by Eastern and Midwestern
farmers and processed by the MCC
canner are now on their way to Zambia.
They will help feed some of the growing
number of women and children who are
fleeing violence in Namibia.
A new "warehouse to warehouse"
shipping arrangement should insure
speedy delivery of the beef, which is
valued at $350,000. Volunteers at the
Ephrata, Pa., Material Aid warehouse
loaded the 2,400 cartons into three large
containers. There the cartons will stay
through a ship journey to South Africa
and train ride up to Lusaka, Zambia.
The containers will allow for quicker
loading and unloading, and reduce the
risk of damage and pilferage, according
to MCC Material Aid Director John
Hostetler.
Costs for the shipment total $37,725.
The United States Agency for International Development is paying freight
charges. MCC is picking up transfer and
port fees.
The meat will go to refugees living in
camps in western Zambia. This Southern Africa country, which only a few
months ago saw the last of its Zimbabwe
refugees leave, is now experiencing a
new influx from Namibia (South West
Africa). There a 14-year struggle between South West Africa and the South
West Africa People's Organization
(S WAPO) for control of the country is
heating up after the breakdown in February of United Nations talks on independence.
South Africa dropped out of the con10

ference after claiming proposed UNsupervised elections would be biased in
favor of SWAPO. Others assert South
Africa was simply unwilling to risk the
establishment of an unfriendly government on its border.
Since then stepped-up fighting by
South Africa has sent increasing numbers of Namibians over the border into
Angola and Zambia. To further their
safety SWAPO has reportedly moved
into Zambia as many as 5,000 children
and their guardians who had previously

fled to Angola. Also, a recent decision
by South Africa to begin drafting Black
Namibians into the defense force has
caused many young men to leave their
country to avoid having to participate.
In providing material aid to the Namibian refugees, MCC plans to use similar
procedures to those it used in helping
displaced Zimbabweans. While maintaining ongoing contact with SWAPO
officials, MCC will channel its aid
through the Zambia Christian Refugee
Service, which has a formal agreement
to supply SWAPO camps as well as
permission to monitor distribution.
In addition to the canned beed from
the United States, 25 tons of milk
powder from MCC (Canada) are en
route to the refugees. MCC is also making plans for an additional shipment of
beans, school supplies and other goods.
"It must be kept in mind that assisting
the Namibian refugees could become a
long-term process," warns MCC Secretary for Southern Africa Nancy Heisey,
who visited Zambia in late February.
"There is no current evidence that new
negotiations to end the fighting are
forthcoming, and the struggle could go
on for a period of years."

Hedy Friesen and her family, refugees from Russia, wait in line for food. Hedy is one
of the characters whose story is told in MCC's new children's resource, "RefugeesFriends without a home." (See related article on next page.)
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TEACHERS NEEDED

Church News

Teaching positionsfor 1981-82 at
Niagara Christian College in areas
of French and vocal music (grades
9-13). Applicantsshould h a v e a u n i versity degree or an Ontario teaching certificate and be committed to
Christian education. Phone (416)
871-6980 for more information.

New refugee educational project
for children

Four new
friends

Their names are Rebecca, Hedy, Na
and Robert. Rebecca was a child of
Bible times, Hedy lived in Russia in the
1940s. Na is from the Asian country of
Laos, and Robert lives in Zimbabwe in
Africa.
They are four different children, from
four different countries and times. But
each of these children has been a refugee
and has an interesting story to tell.
These stories are part of a new MCC
project for children called "Refugees—
Friends without a home." The project
blends audio-visual and activity materials into a comprehensive introduction
to refugees.
"Refugees—Friends without a home"
is a series of five lessons designed for
use in Sunday schools, vacation Bible
schools, boys' and girls' clubs and children's churches. While meeting the four
refugee children through the lessons,
children learn what a refugee is and discover how they can help.
The project teaching packet contains
six different filmstrips, narrations for
each on a soundsheet record, scripts for
each, a teacher's guide, a student activity
book, a world map and six poster pictures. The project is available for sale
from the offices listed below. Cost is $ 10
for a teaching packet, 50 cents for additional student activity books, and 25
cents for additional teacher's guides. $2
must be added to each order for shipping.
Send your request to MCC, 21 South
12th Street, Akron, Pa. 17501; MCC
(Canada), 201-1483 Pembina Highway,
Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2C8; or Provident
Bookstore, 117 King Street West, Kitchener, Ont. N2G 4M5.
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Massey Place Facility
Dedicated

"A Team Building a Dream" was the
address delivered by Pastor Doug Sider
as the enlarged facilities of the Massey
Place Community Church, Saskatoon,
Sask., were dedicated March 8. Assistant pastor Terry Friesen led in the dedication ritual and Lester Fretz represented the Canadian Conference.
Ground was broken in May 1980,
with the congregation joining to pull an
old fashioned plow through the sod. The
new addition, which triples the size of
the old building, provides a fellowship
hall next to the sanctuary, classrooms
and nursery facilities, a kitchen, four
offices and a spacious foyer/lounge.
A local newspaper, reporting on the
event, noted that "In 1973 the congregation consisted of seven adults. Now the
congregation consists of a new large
development serving approximately

350-400 people." Two morning worship
services and Sunday school programs
are currently conducted, with three services projected by the fall of 1982.
Kirkland Lake
Dedication Services

The Kirkland Lake (Ont.) congregation dedicated their new church building
on November 30, with Bishop Harvey
Sider sharing in the ceremonies. The
congregation of fifty had been meeting
in a local public school.
An outgrowth of summer Bible
schools held since the mid-1960s, the
congregation was first pastored by Ron
Lofthouse. Former pastor Amos Buckwaiter and present pastor Dan Steadman shared in the dedication of the facility, which was built with the help of
volunteer labor at a cost of $35,000.
Current valuation is between $60,000
and $100,000.

Martinsburg Mortgage Burning

As part of the morning worship service on March 22, the Martinsburg (PA)
congregation burned the mortgage on their church, ten years and nine months before
the due date of September 1990. Pictured above (from left to right) are: Kevin
Brumbaugh (present treasurer), Jay Nissley (trustee chairman), Glenn Miller (deacon
and past trustee), Pastor Earl Herr, and Merle Ebersole (church secretary).
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Allegheny Conference

On Sunday evening, March 22, the Air Hill
congregation viewed pictures of Rev. Maurice
Bender's trip to India. Special music was provided
by the New Guilford Church. • Sunday, March
15, was observed by the Canoe Creek congregation as Youth Sunday. Rob Patterson, a student at
Messiah College brought the message.
The Carlisle congregation held Spiritual Renewal Services on March 25-29. Bishop Don Shafer
(Midwest-Pacific Conference) was the resource
person. • The teens of the Clarence Center congregation had full responsibility for the worship service on Youth Sunday. Couples of the church
adopted teens and did special things with them for
the week.
The Colyer congregation reports participating
in Community Lenten services involving nine
churches and four denominations. • Four persons
were received into fellowship by the Saxton congregation on Sunday, March 29. • On Sunday,
March 22, seven persons were received into fellowship by the South Mountain congregation during the morning worship service. Six persons were
baptized in an afternoon service.

Chambersburg Mortgage
Burning, Special Project
Offering

Shown participating in the burning of
the mortgage on the education center of
the Chambersburg (PA) Brethren in
Christ Church are Wilbur Burkholder
(chairman of the building project), Pastor A. G. Brubaker, Jr., and Merle Wingert (treasurer).
On April 27, 1975, the education center was dedicated, at a cost of $230,000.
On April 5, 1981, the mortgage was
burned. Consistent and sacrificial giving
had become the norm for the congregation and at the January 1981 Congregational Council, it was decided to set
March 29 as Liquidation Day. It was
understood that any additional funds
above the $12,278 needed would be put
into a building fund for future developments. The offering was $22,282.

Atlantic Conference

Sister church project

Also during March there was a special project goal of $1,000 to help the
Searights congregation, near Uniontown, PA, move to a better location.
Pictured is Stan Burkholder, Chambersburg's Sunday school superintendent, handing a check for $2,242 to Rev.
Simon Lehman, Jr., chairman of the
Allegheny Conference Extension Board.

The musical, "The Witness" was presented in
the Fairland Church on Sunday evening, March
29. Members of the group are from Miltersville
State College. • Rev. Paul Hostetler was the guest
minister on Sunday, March 22, for the Bible Conference held by the Manheim congregation. • The
Manor congregation reports holding a Spiritual
Life Conference on March 13-18. Rev. Sam Dalton was the guest speaker.
A Missions Rally was held by the Refton congregation on Sunday evening, April 12. Dr. and
Mrs. Bruce Hinkle were the guest speakers and
slides of the Holy Land were shown by Ross Walter. • Rev. S. Lane Hostetter was the guest speaker
for Spiritual Life meetings on April 5-12, held by
the Speedwell Heights congregation.

Canadian Conference

Cumberland Valley Dedication

Five Forks Note Burning

On Sunday, March 1, the Five Forks
(PA) congregation had a note burning
ceremony, celebrating the liquidation of
debt on the parsonage. Pictured above
(from the left) are Pastor Rupert Turman, Alfred Wenger (chairman of the
trustees) and Ronald Besecker (secretary of the trustees).
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More than 300 people gathered on
February 22 for the dedication of the
Cumberland Valley Brethren in Christ
Church. Dr. George Kimber brought
the sermon and Bishop Alvin J. Book
led in the ritual of dedication.
The congregation began with a ministry at Williams Grove Chapel, near
Grantham, PA. The church joined the
Brethren in Christ denomination in
1974, under the pastoral leadership of
Ray Bert, who continues as pastor. With
the assistance of the Mechanicsburg
congregation, which served as a "mother
church," a building fund was established
and in 1979 two acres of land near Dillsburg were purchased. Construction began in September of 1980.

On Sunday evening, March 22, the Bridlewood
congregation viewed a film on the work of the
Canadian Bible Society. The film featured the
work in Poland.
Dorcas Climenhaga was the special guest
speaker for the annual WMA Day, held at the
Heise Hill Church on Saturday, April 25. A missions drama was directed by Craig Hogg. • Rev.
and Mrs. William Hoke shared their work in India
with the Sherkston congregation on Wednesday,
April 1.

Central Conference

The Bethel (Merrill) congregation reports holding revival services on March 5-15. Rev. Delmas
Hock was the evangelist. • The Dayton Church
reports that they have recently purchased a bus.
They also report signs of growth in their congregation.
Mike King shared with the Northridge congregation on Sunday morning, April 5, concerning
his life on drugs prior to his salvation. He also
shared in the evening service with a time of questions and answers. • A musical drama, "The Last
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Man" was presented to the Pomeroy Chapel congregation on Sunday evening, May 17. Members
of the team were from the Elizabeth Chapel Baptist Church.

Midwest Conference

The Rosebank congregation hosted the fifth
Sunday "get together" of the three Kansas churches
on March 29. The Gospel Notes quartet presented
the evening program, followed by a time of
fellowship.

Pacific Conference

Missions was emphasized as "Missions Month"
during the month of April by the Alta Loma
congregation. Rev. Elias Moyo was the resource
person.
Special guests of the Labish congregation on
Wednesday evening, March 25, were Mary Olive
Lady and Fannie Longenecker, missionaries from
Africa.

For The Record . . .
Births

Alleman: Nicole Ann, March 8; Ernest and
Patricia Alleman, South Mountain congregation,
Pa.
Crider: Megan Louise, Feb. 22; Ken and Jill
Crider (Grantham congregation, Pa.), Farmington, N.M.
Denlinger: Ryan Andrew, Feb. 23; Barry and
Rachel Denlinger, Cross Roads congregation, Pa.
Gilbert: Katie Lynn, Dec. 30; Jerry and Kathy
Gilbert, Pleasant View congregation, Pa.
Green: Audrey Elizabeth, chosen by Roger and
Sue Green, Sherkston congregation, Ont.
Groff: Rebecca Lynn, Feb. 21; Donald and
Karen Groff, Speedwell Heights congregation,
Pa.
Harbaugh: Jessica Lynn, March 5; Ray and
Barbara Harbaugh, Fairview Ave. congregation,
Pa.
Herr: Becky Ann, Aug. 27; to Lyle and Judy
(Sellers) Herr, Mechanicsburg congregation. Pa.
Hoover: Kasi Leigh, Feb. 12; Roger and Bobbi
Hoover, Grantham congregation, Pa.
Kennedy: Renee Lynn, Nov. 18; Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Kennedy, Mt. Holly Springs congregation, Pa.
Kilts: Misty Lynn, Feb. 24; Wayne and Cindi
Kilts, Wainfleet congregation, Ont.
Knaub: Philip Andrew, March 7; Stuart and
Joy Knaub, Dillsburg congregation, Pa.
Krause: Amber Beth, March 7; Thomas and
Carol Krause, Speedwell Heights congregation,
Pa.
Landis: Brett Alan, March 15; Barry and Jean
Landis, Cedar Grove congregation. Pa.
Landis: Kevin Andrew, Feb. 28; Greg and
Terri Landis, Pequea congregation, Pa.
Lehman: Samantha Katherine. March 9; Dean
and Katharine Lehman, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
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McGarritz: Thomas Patrick, March 2; Tom
and Nadine McGarritz, Manheim congregation,
Pa.
Muhme: Jarrod Allen, Feb. 18; John and Marian Muhme, Mountain View congregation, Co.
Navratil: John Oliver, Dec. 3; John and Linda
Navratil, Pleasant View congregation, Pa.
Neustadter: Christa Suzanna, March 2; Joseph
and Barbara Neustadter, Refton congregation.
Pa.
Phillips: Jonathon Levi, March 5; Jeffery and
Linda Phillips, Pleasant View congregation. Pa.
Ream: Allison Marie, March 31; Albert and
Jeanne Ream, Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
Slagenweit: David Mark, Nov. 13; Mark and
Bonnie Slagenweit, Canoe Creek congregation,
Pa.
Snyder: Stephanie Mae, Feb. 14; Stephen and
Connie Synder, Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
West: Summer Ann, March 24; Ron and Debbie West, Amherst congregation, Oh.

Weddings

Bohen-Winter: Kathy Joan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Winter, King City, Ont., and
Leonard Allan, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Bohen, Oak Ridges, Ont., Aug. 16, in the Temperaneville United Church with Rev. Thompson and
Rev. James Sider officiating.
Easton-McLoughlin: Sharon McLoughlin and
Tom Easton, both Cambridge, Ont., Feb. 7, in the
Rosebank Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Ron Lofthouse and Rev. John Zuck officiating.
Fox-Cowham: Jayne Cowham and Patrick
Fox, March 28, in the Bethel Community Brethren
in Christ Church, Mi.
Harrison-Marr: Phyllis Ruth, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Merlin Marr, Hagersville, Ont., and Dr.
Lloyd Wheatly, son of Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Harrison, Toronto, Ont., March 7, in the Springvale
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Allan Heise
and father of the groom officiating.
Mater-Winger: Kathy Winger, daughter of
Mrs. Norma Hill and the late Hubert Winger, and
Rodney, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mater, Feb.
28, in the Bertie Brethren in Christ Church with
uncle of the bride, Rev. Ross Nigh, officiating.
Shultz-Lee: Tammy Lee and Jack Shultz, Feb.
14, in the First United Methodist Church, Williamsburg, Pa., with Rev. Mark Slagenweit and
Rev. Charles Fitzgerald officiating.
Stump-Alexander: Jill Robin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Alexander, Ontario, Ca., and Daryl
Kevin, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Owen Stump,
Nappanee, In., April 4, in the Upland Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Robert Hempy and Rev.
Carl G. Stump, grandfather of the groom,
officiating.
Winger-Minor: Terri Lynn, daughter of Leroy
and Jean Minor, and Gordon, son of Mildred and
the late Howard Winger, June 21, 1980, in the
Bertie Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Ross
Nigh officiating.

Obituaries

Freeman: Alta Marie Freeman, born Sept. 29,
1912, died March 13, 1981, in Fort Erie, Ont. She
is survived by her husband, Arlington Freeman; a
son, Douglas; and two grandchildren. She was a
member of the Bertie Brethren in Christ Church.
The funeral service was conducted by Rev. Martin
Magnus. Interment was in the Bertie Cemetery.
Heisey: Noah L. Heisey, Mountville, Pa., born
Aug. 5. 1883, died March 25, 1981. He was the son
of Henry and Fannie Heisey. He was married to
Lizzie Wolgemuth Heisey who preceded him in
death. He is survived by four children: Anna,
Henry, Martin and Laban; 10 grandchildren; and
14 great-grandchildren. He was a member of the
Manor Brethren in Christ Church. The funeral
service was conducted by Rev. John Hawbaker
and Rev. Gary Straub in the Cross Roads Church.
Interment was in the adjoining cemetery.
Shantz: Mrs. Catherine Shantz, died Feb. II,
1981, at the age of 80. She was preceded in death
by her husband in 1973. She is survived by four
sons: two daughters; 22 grandchildren; and six
great-grandchildren. The funeral service was conducted by Rev. John Zuck.
Stoner: Mary Ann Stoner, born Jan. 14, 1900
in Brown Co., Ks., died March 18, 1981. She was
the daughter of Samuel and Rebecca Stern Stoner.
She is survived by four sisters: Clara E., Mrs. Ruth
McCulloh, Mrs. Martha Bechtel, and Mrs. Grace
Lady; and two brothers: Joseph A. and Jacob S.
She was a member of the Brethren in Christ
Church and gave many years of service to the
church. In 1930 she began a Sunday school which
later developed into the Morning Hour congregation.
Wenger: Mrs. H. Ethel Wenger, Abilene, Ks.,
born April 25, 1896, died March 10, 1981, in the
Abilene Memorial Hospital. She was married to
David S. Wenger who preceded her in death in
1970. She is survived by two sons: Wilmer and
Virgil; two daughters: Wilma and Miriam; ten
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren; and two
sisters. She was a member of the Abilene Brethren
in Christ Church where the funeral service was
conducted by Rev. Henry F. Landis. Interment
was in the Abilene Cemetery.
Winger: Marvin C. Winger, born Dec. 25,
1930, in Monrovia, Ca., died Jan. 26, 1981, in
Eugene, Or. He was the son of Charles and Susie
Winger. He was married to Marie Worman Winger who survives. Also surviving are a son, Gary;
two daughters: Valerie Paden and Marlene Winger; stepmother, Anna Mary Winger; a sister and a
son. The funeral service was conducted in the First
Church of the Nazarene.

Yohe: James William Yohe, Shippensburg,
Pa., born March 25, 1922, died Nov. 22, 1980, in
the Chambersburg Hospital. He was married to
Clara Adaline Reed who preceded him in death.
He later married Sarah Hurley Yohe who survives. Also surviving are six children: Rodger,
James Jr., Esther, Judy, Susan, and Joyce; 12
grandchildren; three brothers; and four sisters. He
was a member of the Green Spring Brethren in
Christ Church where the funeral service was conducted by Rev. Larry Strouse and Rev. Hull K.
Byers. Interment was in the Park Lawn Memorial
Garden.
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Readers Respond
About my subscription . . .

Please find a check enclosed for our
renewal. We enjoy reading the Visitor
very much. We appreciate the news
from the various mission fields and the
many articles written which are an inspiration for daily living.
Wichita, KS

I have been a member of the Brethren
in Christ Church since 1941, and am
now 76.1 have been receiving and enjoying the Visitor most of the time since I
have been in the church. There have
been a few times when I just didn't have
the money. I appreciate your reminder
letter. Since we do not have the evangelists and home missionaries like we once
had, I feel kind of alone, especially since
so many of our older members have
iM
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To be considered
for
publication,
letters must be signed
and should be 300 words or less.

gone on to Glory. So the Visitor helps
me to keep up with what is happening in
our church. Tho, as I look at some of the
pictures, I hurt in my heart because I
believe every word in the Bible. So I'll
give you some scripture verses: I Cor.
11:5, 14, 15, and Deut. 22:5.
Russell Springs, KY
Due to the exchange rate, I've included $2.00 extra. If there is any extra,
please accept it as a donation.
Ontario, Canada
I'm sending $13.50 for a two-year
subscription. I just can't picture myself
not getting the Visitor. As a child, it
came to my parents' home. I want it to
come to my home as God extends my
years. Have received so many blessings
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by receiving the paper all these years.
God bless you all.
Millersburg, PA
About the Visitor—we were not going
to subscribe for it this year at all. Some
times I don't think it is interesting and as
we get some other papers from different
places and don't get them read real good
. . . But we will get it again for one year.
Hershey, PA
There's an idea

Thank you for your ministry through
the editorials. Your messages have been
a real help to me . . . really! Have you
ever thought of doing an article on
Brethren in Christ involvement in
politics—in the church!
Ontario, Canada
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Why Hold Them Back?

I read with much interest and appreciation Dr. Robert Ives' article "Baptism: Waters That Divide" in the March
10 issue. However, in the concluding
part of the article I found my position
"dividing," rather seriously I should say,
from that expressed by the author.
Dr. Ives suggests that the meaning of
baptism is beyond the grasp of children.
"It is a pledge to offer oneself to God
(Rom. 6:13) and to die to sin (Rom. 6:7).
How can children be expected to cope
with all of that when they first commit
themselves to Christ?" And so, the counsel to children is "to wait, all other things
being equal, so that both baptism and
membership can have the meaning they
ought to have for an adult."
Scripture clearly indicates that baptism was closely associated in time with
the experience of conversion. The three
hundred who were converted at Pentecost were baptized and added to the
church "the same day" (Acts 2:41). The
eunuch left his chariot and was baptized
by Philip as soon as he believed (Acts
8:36-38). After "hearing the word of the
Lord," the jailer "and all his" were baptized "the same hour of the night" (Acts
16:32, 33).
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One might ask the question whether
all of these, or any of them for that
matter, baptized so soon after they
"believed," understood the full significance of the step they had taken. One
might pursue the question further and
ask whether any mature Christian, or
any capable Bible scholar, understands
the full import of all that baptism symbolizes, as Paul outlines in Romans 6.
Learned papers have been written on the
subject!
Did you notice in the same issue (page
15), the comment by Owen Alderfer that
"the great Karl Barth . . . when asked if
he could summarize his greatest theological insights into a brief statement,
responded with, 'Jesus loves me this I
know, for the Bible tells me so' "? Here
is an "insight" which can be grasped by
even a seven-year old who has accepted
Jesus as his or her Savior. So, I "divide"
on the policy of counselling children to
wait till baptism and church membership can have the meaning they ought to
have "for an adult."
I have frequently referred to the experience of Ronald Lofthouse, a long-time
minister of the Brethren in Christ
Church, who was saved at the age of

eight in a Decision Day service at the
Cheapside Sunday School in Ontario. I
never knew about his baptism and
church membership, so I recently inquired about these steps. He replied:
"To the best of my memory, I believe I
was baptized at the age of ten, two years
after my conversion. While I had the
encouragement of my parents, it was my
decision, and I knew why I was doing it.
It was expressing for all to see that I
belonged to Jesus. This included neighbors who stopped on the road and
observed as I was immersed in Lake
Erie. I was received into the church the
same Sunday. From the day of my conversion, I never once turned back."
My own testimony is that I had a
genuine experience of conversion when
I was seven, and I was baptized and
received into the church soon after turning eight.
On March 22 the Junior Choir from
the Antrim church presented a program
at Messiah Village. After the service I
asked Pastor Wilbur Benner if some of
the children are members of the church,
and he replied that some are. He later
supplied the following information: In
the Antrim congregation there are now
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Messiah College News
Residents of Messiah Village displayed art and handicrafts in the Messiah
College Learning Resources Center in
March. Many of the items which were
for sale were sold.
Dr. Noel Falk, Assistant Professor in
Biology, was recently awarded a research
grant from the Pennsylvania Game Commission to do an environmental study in
Berks County at the Grace Mine area on
the possible effects on the local deer
population.
Dr. Layton Shoemaker, soccer coach
at Messiah College and head of the
Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, was named National Coach of the Year by the National
Christian College Athletic Association.
In his seven years at Messiah, his teams
have compiled a 72-31-11 record.
i:
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seven members (four more being received
on Easter Sunday) who range in age
from eight to twelve years. Following is
a breakdown by ages at which they
became, or will become, members: two
at the ages of eight, nine, eleven, and
twelve, and three at the age of ten.
One wonders what the report would
be from other Brethren in Christ congregations as to the number of members
twelve years of age and under. Also it
would be interesting to know how many
adult members of the church today were
baptized and became members while
they were in this age bracket. I am sure
there are a number who could give a
clear testimony of their early conversion, and of their continued faithfulness
to the Lord and to the church.
If children, who have accepted Jesus
as their Savior, are now safely in the fold
of the Good Shepherd, should they not
soon be ready for baptism, and also to
be welcomed into the fold of the church?
(This is not to say that a "membership
class," graded, of course, for younger
applicants, would not be good.)

May 10, 1981

C. W. Boyer
Mechanicsburg, PA

The following editorial is taken
from Lantern in the Dawn

Realism and Tradition
When we observe Mother's Day and Father's Day, Children's Day and
Family Week in the traditional manner we have very clearly ignored a
sizeable segment of our society and of our church membership. It is easy to
make assumptions in this area of ministry that will not stand up under
scrutiny.
One household in five consists of a single person. One household in three
consists of two persons. Nearly 35 million households consist of one or two
persons only.
These statistics reflect a number of influences at work in our society—the
effects of divorce, the death of a mate, the postponement of children, the
increased recognition of the integrity of singleness, the mobility of society
resulting in grown children living at great distance from parents, and
increased longevity. These are conditions existing in any congregation that
reflects to any degree the community of which it is a part.
Whatever the reason, this is a fact with which the church must reckon. If
we continue to write and teach and preach as though every person was a
member of the traditional family—two parents with three or four children
still in the home—we will have ignored a high percentage of our audience.
This is not a call to remain silent in our ministry to the family—parents
and child—but it is a reminder that the needs of our members are diverse. If
we are to minister to our communities the church will increasingly reflect
the diversity of our society.
The recognition of this diversity needs to be a congregational concern in
the total life of the church. It needs to be recognized beyond the appropriate preaching and teaching ministries. Acceptance is needed within the
congregation for each other—regardless of marital or family status.
To a great extent the extended family of a past generation—several
generations living in geographical proximity and in a familial relationshipneeds to be replaced by the community of faith—the family of God—
gathered in life and worship.
I know of a situation where the family is removed by distance from other
members of their extended family—grandparents, uncles and aunts. When
the parents were preparing their will the concern for guardianship of the
children was faced. The parents, I understand, seriously considered naming the congregation, with which they worshiped and of which they were a
part, as the guardian of their children.
The legality of such a proposal was not tested. My friends took the
traditional approach. But the idea should not be ignored as unrealistic and
novel. Should not the congregation become the new extended family for
the members, the diversity within the congregation contributing to the
wholeness of families and individuals?
This calls for more than appropriate preaching and teaching and interest
based activities. This could well be an expression of what Jesus meant when
he spoke of those who did His will as His brothers and sisters, fathers and
mothers.
John E. Zercher
May 10, 1976
A collection of editorial observations by John Zercher, Lantern in the
Dawn is available at your Christian Light Bookstore or from Evangel
Press ($9.95 postpaid).
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Friendship evangelism at Westheights

The story begins
with Lewis and Julie
You've heard of the phrase "friendship evangelism." Here at Westheights
we are thrilled with congregational
growth that has come through "friend
witnessing to friend." There is no formal
program of outreach, but because of the
number of new Christians, we have provided a discipleship program which has
evolved into a small group which meets
weekly.
The story beings with Lewis and
Julie, a couple in their mid-twenties.
Lewis is a product of a Brethren in
Christ family, and Julie accepted the
Lord in Good News Club as a girl, but
did not have Christian fellowship until
she learned to know Lewis' family.
Julie's parents have both become Christians within the past three years.
In the fall of 1979, Rick asked his
friend Lewis to explain his and Julie's
happy marriage. As a result of their
conversation Rick and his wife Marge
attended services for several weeks. Then
Rick stopped coming. But Julie led
Marge to the Lord one Sunday evening
after church. Marge has since been
baptized.
The Lord has worked through Marge
to bring her sister, Gwen, to himself.
Marge's five-year-old daughter Lisa has
asked Jesus into her heart. Marge's
brother and his wife, Will and Elsa,
accepted the Lord in a setting outside
our congregation, but began attending
our services, and were part of the discipleship class and the softball team.
Some friends, Willie and Nancy, observed changes in Marge's life and asked
questions. As a result they have become
Philip and Judy Keefer provide pastoral leadership in the Westheights congregation, Kitchener.
Ontario.
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Christians. Their daughter Tammy accepted Christ several months earlier in
an "After 4 Club." Willie and Nancy
then led five-year-old Chrissie to the
Lord. What a joy for parents! Willie,
Nancy and Tammy have been baptized.
These people continue to witness to
relatives, friends and co-workers. Occasionally they bring someone to a service.
And there are other new converts who
also are a part of our fellowship because
of a friend.
The New Testament church grew at

Just before this issue went to press, a
telephone call was received reporting
that Rick, too, has now accepted Christ
as his Lord.
by Judith Keefer

first in response to Peter's powerful
preaching. The growth continued as the
believers met together, ate together and
lived together. The key seems to be the
transformation of lives—relatives, neighbors and other acquaintances noticed a
change, asked what had happened, and
thus provided a most natural opening
for witnessing and evangelism.
Just that sort of difference in the lives
of Lewis and Julie prompted the question that set in motion an ongoing, day
by day type of witness here in Kitchener.

The story begins with Lewis and

Julie...

Evangelical
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